Committee on Municipal, Parochial and Cultural Affairs

Will meet at:  9:30 A.M.    Date:  February 9, 2006

Location:  Committee Room 6

Remarks:

HB 1  BURRELL   PROPERTY/ABANDONED  Changes period of time from one hundred twenty days to sixty days for owners to contest the acquisition of abandoned property which was adjudicated to political subdivisions more than five years previously  (Item #2)

HB 49  ANSARDI   PUBLIC CONTRACTS  Authorizes Jefferson Parish to let design-build contracts for hurricane protection and flood control projects (Item #27)

HB 73  HUNTER   HOUSING  Enacts the Louisiana Housing Preservation Act (Item #2)

HB 92  HEBERT (TBA)  LOCAL GOVERNMENT  Authorizes any local governmental subdivision to create, within its governmental structure, an agency to regulate the location of certain temporary housing sites (Item #14) (SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)

HB 98  DORSEY (TBA)  HOUSING  Creates Louisiana Housing Recovery Centers (Item #2) (SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)
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ERNEST BAYLOR, JR.
Chairman